The GEM III is a multifunctional device capable of a wide variety of configurations that utilize a variety of cameras, camcorders, lenses and scopes. Changing between configurations takes less than thirty seconds with no tools required.

- High speed still image capture and full HD video
- Detachable Picatinny Rail
- Utilizes genuine OEM camera interface components for guarantee compatibility
- Maintains lens control and lens-to-camera communication

The GEM III brings true night vision capability to the world of still and full-motion digital image capture. Precision optics enable high-resolution imagery. Genuine OEM components ensure compatibility with cameras and camcorders from major manufacturers. The GEM III is also compatible with a wide variety of accessories which further enhance its capabilities to include active illumination and short wave infrared (SWIR) imaging. The GEM III offers the functionality, performance and versatility to fulfill a wide range of mission needs.

**FEATURES**

- **Compact**: 5.1 x 3.3 x 3.4 inches (without camera or lens)
- **Lightweight**: 1.4 pounds depending on operational requirements
- **Enduring**: >40 hours of continuous operation
- **Sensitive**: Utilizes third generation night vision technology for the best in low light performance
- **Detailed**: High resolution imagery
- **Versatile**: Available accessories enable compatibility with a variety of lenses, cameras, camcorders and night vision devices.

For additional information:
Sensors Unlimited, Inc.
330 Carter Road, Suite 100
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 USA
Ph: +1.609.333.8010
swir.systems@utas.utc.com
www.sensorsinc.com